Motivation sessions by Alumni of EEE department







Mr. Phanindra Sai and Ms.Ch.Sireesha
students who completed MS in America
and doing jobs in America (2015 passed
out) guided EEE Department students
about
American
universities
and
associated jobs (left top side)



Mrs. SGS Priyanka(presently working as
lecturer in our college) guided EEE
Department students how to get through
PGCET exam for completing M. Tech in
reputed colleges.



Mr. Manikanta classmate of Priyanka
working as electronic design engineer
DXcorr
technologies,
Bangalore
enlightened EEE Department students
about opportunities in Electronic design
sector in India and abroad.

Mr. Sri Harsha, Research Scholar (2014 passed
out) at Bangalore university guided our students
about various scholarship based opportunities in
higher education institutions through GATE exam.

Mr. Jeevanbabu, Director, National institute of
Safety management, Vijayawada (2016 passed
out) guided all EEE students about various job
opportunities as electrical and mechanical
Safety engineers in almost all process industries.



Mr. Aseerwadam, APSSDC training
center Electrical In charge,
Vijayawada (2017 passed out)
invited me and our EEE students
to his training center for exploring
the various job opportunities in
solar powered technologies.




Mr. Chaitanya (2012 passed
out), working as Electrical
systems engineer at Germany
guided job opportunities in
Germany to all EEE department
students.

Mrs. Sancy Samuel, Electrical
engineer NTTPS power plant and
Mrs. B.KeerthiLatha, Assistant
manager, Bank of Baroda given
motivation lecture to all EEE
students on how to achieve
government jobs in power plants
and PSU Banks ( Technical cadre)



Mr.B.Sai Kumar R&D engineer in Glo LED Pvt. Ltd Hyderabad
(2017 passed out) training our students in LED based project
development in Eurthtronics Incubation Centre developed in the
college.



Mr. Dileep Kumar, Automation engineer working in Dehrudon
(2013 Batch passed out ) briefed about the opportunities in PLC
and SCADA to all EEE students in the technical workshop
organized in our college on19-6-2016.



Mr. S. Phaneendra, Electrical engineer in south central
railways, kakinada (2014 Batch passed out) guided all
EEE students how to get jobs in railways by preparing
RRB exam.

